
             Issued 1/03/2021 

Minutes of the 63rd Annual General Meeting 
of the United Kingdom Wayfarer Class Association 

held virtually, via Zoom, following the first day of the RYA virtual Dinghy Show 
on Saturday 27 February 2021 at 6.00pm 

1. Notice of Meeting    
JM explained that the meeting would be recorded, there might be a slight delay when people spoke and that voting would take place by a show of 
a hand by those eligible to vote. (Full/boat owning members or one person per boat). 
What a year!  The day had been spent at the RYA’s Virtual Dinghy Show.  JM was delighted to report that both Matt Sharman and Iain Worrallo had 
entered their wooden and GRP Wayfarers, respectively, in the ‘Boat of the Show’ Concours D ’Elegance.  Matt’s boat came in the top three!  Very  
well done to Matt: JM was delighted to note that the RYA had mentioned that it was a cruising Wayfarer.  
JM wished to thank Tim Townsend (TT) for his fabulous racing reports published in Y&Y. 
Luke Bosman (LB) for his also fabulous e-newsletters.  
Merrin Froggett (MF) for editing the new Wayfarer Book and Wayfarer News,  
Jeremy Norman (JN) for not only organising this year’s Cruising Conference (CC21), but holding it virtually this year via Zoom.  JN was also kindly 
hosting this AGM and future excoms, for which we were very grateful. 
JM reported that the Association was going very well, despite Covid and its restrictions causing most of our sailing events to be cancelled last year. 
Membership has increased back to our 2015 level now.  
JM wished to thanks Paul Coveney (PC) for starting up the tremendous Facebook Wayfarer Dinghy Group (WDG).  This group was going really,  
really well. 
2. Apologies for absence: Were received from: Dave Barker W3177 and Richard Seabrook W9301. 
3. Minutes of previous meeting held on Saturday 29 February 2020:  Were agreed and proposed by Monica Schaefer (MS) and seconded  
by Jeremy Norman (JN).  They were ‘pp’ signed as a true and correct record for JM, by SB.  
4. Matters arising from the Minutes from the floor of the meeting or have been notified to the Secretary in writing not less than 45 days  
before the AGM:  None. 
5. Hon Treasurer’s Report: Accounts as published ahead of the meeting.  
Philip Ayton (PA) explained that the accounts were OK.  Cash may have appeared to have gone down, but has gone up in stock due to having the  
new book produced at the end of our financial year.  PA was delighted with our financial position, particularly following the Covid restricted year.  
Membership is up and PA wished to thank PC and the Facebook group.   Revenue had held up with subs, Craftinsure had continued to generously  
support the Class, Wayfarer book sales were excellent to both members and non-members and expenses were stable.   PA thanked MF for getting  
the new book published: she and all the book’s contributors had used lockdown well! PA thanked Dave Barker (DB) our webmaster for all his work  
on the website shop which had kept him, PA and SB very busy with £1K a month in subs and merchandise sales. MS also wished to thank MF, and  
Kay Marriott for her support, in getting the book ‘over the line’.  PA proposed the adoption of these accounts, which were agreed: 19 votes.  
6. Vice-Chairman’s Report and review of 2020 Areas of Focus   JM reported that 2020’s Area of Focus had been to follow up on the results  
of the RYA’s Class Associations’ members survey.  Turned out, it was felt we were doing a wonderful job, but it would be nice to have more events  
for members to go to.  JM reported this back to members in e-News and Wayfarer News inviting members to offer to help and organise a cruise.  
Jonathan Ferguson offered to do just that, with Matt Sharman’s help and support. JM wished to thanks Jonathan for his kind offer and promised to  
be there!  JM reported that the UKWA would continue to find more rally organisers and hold more events.  
7. R&T Report  JM reported that last year had followed much the same pattern as usual with requests for help in restoring old boats.  The 

Wayfarer Dinghy Group on Facebook had taken on a lot of this work with input from people with the skills such as Matt Sharman and Iain 

Worrallo.  JM had hoped to bring clarification on a couple of points which he has put forward to the WIC for their consideration but, as yet, no 

conclusion has been reached.  JM had received thousands of words in response, and had condensed them into another table which has gone back 

to the WIC for consideration.  The points being: 

Use of tack strops instead of tack pins  

Wire luff in foresails and reefing spars  

Dispensations allowed by individual Countries  

Early indications are that: 

Tack strops are not allowed and a tack pin should be used but older sails may be grandfathered.   

Dyneema or similar should not be used for the luff of foresails (too stretchy) 

Foresail reefing spars are allowed  

There are some dispensations allowed in some countries such as, the SWS allows the removal of front side benches. Any dispensations granted by 

a country should be allowed at an international event so long as they are not performance enhancing.  

JM would feedback in future e-News and Wayfarer News.  

JM had been in touch with two people wishing to build a Wayfarer from scratch; which they are unable to do without the copyright holder’s 

permission. If members knew of others, to please let him know.   There were no questions. 

8. WIC report: Ralph Roberts (RMR) wished to than JM for all his hard work on the above.  RMR reported that no international events had  
taken place last year due to Covid 19.   The next European Championships will be combined with the UK Nationals at Medway YC in August  
followed by an International Rally in September, Covid restrictions allowing.   
9. Hon Racing Secretary’s Report:  Tim Townsend (TT) reported that there were no open meetings or championships to report on from last  
year. However, there was a lot of well supported club racing, at some clubs, from July – October. PYC had a closed version of Poole Week and  
Aldeburgh YC hosted their annual Wayfarer match against Orford SC and the Aldeburgh Regatta Week, which saw class racing.  This was reported  
on in Y&Y before Christmas.  
For 2021: club racing, any racing, should be a priority but there is a full calendar of open events which is published on the Wayfarer website  
starting with an open meeting and Junior Championships at West Oxfordshire SC in mid-April.   Unfortunately, TT heard that morning that the very  
first sailing event on the calendar, the Easter Egg Open at Waldringfield SC has been cancelled; it is just too soon to benefit from the lifting of Covid  
restrictions.  The racing programme goes right through, as usual, to the Finale at Bough Beech SC in mid-November.  
TT hopes the highlight of the year will be the National and European Championships at Medway YC in August. All racing Wayfarers, not just Mark  
IVs are encouraged to enter this event and there will be a new trophy this year; presented by the Hodshon family and awarded to the best placed  
classic Wayfarer (sail number below 10506).  Numbers are limited to 65 boats so early entry is encouraged.  There is a money back guarantee on  
the entry fee and pre-paid meals at the club, if the event is cancelled for Covid reasons.   The event has great sponsors, (including HB, Craftinsure,  
McNamara Sails, a brewery and Wayfarer Wines!) challenging sailing waters, and an excellent race team There will be memorable socials too!   
Entry is now open via the Medway YC website and there will be a link to that from the Wayfarer website.  



TT invited everyone attending the AGM to become an ambassador for the class and unashamedly asked that club racers continue to promote the  
Wayfarer as a race boat at their clubs, with friends and newcomers.  
The Neil Rushton trophy will not be awarded this year because the deed of gift provides it for it to be won by the most improved helm based on  
rankings or performance in the National Circuit Series (NCS) from the previous season. There were no NC or TT events in 2020 so there is nothing  
on which to judge the award.  The ‘winner’ from this decision will be Brian McKenzie who was awarded the trophy last year but, because of  
lockdown was not presented to him until the beginning of October. He can hang on to it! 
JM thanked TT for his fabulous Wayfarer reports in Y&Y; great photos, too! 
10. Hon Cruising Secretary’s Report: Boris Morrice (BM) reported that 2020 had been a bizarre year, with most cruising events cancelled.    
However, Brancaster went ahead, just before the first lockdown, Dave Barker was able to cruise from Plymouth to Tamar, the Lundy cruise went  
ahead, but didn’t go to Lundy.  BM was grateful to the WDG where much Wayfarer wisdom was shared. There had been a lot of Wayfarer  
preparation and general, family cruising and racing.  
For 2021: there was the usual cruising rally calendar in place, with a couple of new additions. BM would be in touch with each organiser nearer the  
time to discuss the current Covid advice and guidelines at that time.   Sailing itself if a pretty COVID-19 safe activity due to all that built in  
ventilation and for this we are very grateful.  BM wished to thank all the rally organisers, including Matt Sharman, Mike Playle, Kay Marriott and  
Merrin Froggett, John Norman, Jonathan Ferguson, Dave Barker and Mark Foreman for the new look Family Festival. Even if Covid restrictions  
allow us to do some of those events, it will be great! 
11.           Election of Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon Treasurer and Committee.  As per nominations enclosed with AGM papers and received by 

the Secretary in writing, giving name of proposer and seconder, not less than 45 days before the AGM.   
 

Officers: 
Elected every year 

Nomination Boat No. Proposed by: Boat No. Seconded by: Boat No. 
 

Chairman John Mellor W1162 Jeremy Norman W8598 Tim  Townsend W11012 

Vice-Chairman       

Hon. Treasurer Philip Ayton A1407 Merrin Froggett A1973 Dave Barker W3177 

Excom (4-10)  
elected every year 

      

Racing Sec Tim Townsend W11012 Monica Schaefer W11299 Nigel O’Donnell W11282 

Cruising Sec Boris Morrice W6330 Dave Barker W3177 Mark Foreman W10508 

Marketing Officer & 
Irish Rep 

Monica 
Schaefer 

W11299 Jeremy Norman W8598 Nigel O’Donnell W11282 

WIC Rep Ralph Roberts W 9885 Monica Schaefer W11299 Dave Barker W3177 

Wayfarer News Editor Merrin Froggett A1973 Tim Townsend W11012 Philip Ayton A1407 

Webmaster  Dave Barker  W3177 Merrin Froggett A1973 Ralph Roberts W9885 

Trophy Secretary Nigel O’Donnell W11282 Tim Townsend W11012 Monica Schaefer W11299 

Family Sailing Mark Foreman W10508 Ralph Roberts W9885 Merrin Froggett A1973 

Cruising Conference Jeremy Norman W8598 Ralph Roberts W9885 John Mellor W1162 

ENews editor Luke Bosman W7391 John Mellor W1162 Tim  Townsend W11012 

Co-opted:       

Excom Support Terry Cook W9593 Ralph Roberts W9885 Mark Foreman W10508 

Wayfarer Dinghy Group Paul Coveney W9346 Luke Bosman W7391 Mark Foreman W10508 

R&T Chairman John Mellor  W1162 Philip Ayton A1407 Tim Townsend W11012 

 
Committee Members retiring under Rule 22:   
At the Annual General Meeting each year three of the elected or region-appointed Members shall retire in order of election or seniority. In the 
case of equal seniority, the order of the retirement shall, failing agreement between the members concerned, be determined by lot. Members 
retiring under the rule shall be immediately eligible for re-election to the Committee. 
Qualifying members are: Monica Schaefer, Ralph Roberts and Dave Barker.   All are willing to stand again for re-election.  Officers and committee  
were voted in without any opposition.  
12. Chairman to highlight 2021 Areas of Focus:  JM felt we would remain flexible in our approach; doing much the same as we did last year;  
increasing what we do.   We would encourage members to help by organising more events for members to take part in.  
13. AOB.   
International Cruising Rally: Brittany MS invited Thierry Grenier to speak about this upcoming event. Thierry reported that he and his co-pilot,  
Gilles Bruneau, had already received 11 entries, plus 20 more, interested to come. There would be no real time limit to enter.  He felt optimistic  
about Covid restrictions being easier by then and warmly invited all those present to come.   MS said that she had been lucky enough to go  
previous International rallies and thoroughly recommended members to go; “Turn up and enjoy the fun!” 
14. Presentation of Trophies 
Cruising Trophies: 
The Frank Dye Viking Longship Trophy. This trophy had originally been donated by Frank Dye and re-named in his memory, 2011.  It was awarded  
this year, for the best cruising report (WN article, cruising log, video/s) of a self-organised cruise that reflects the adventuring spirit of Frank Dye,   
received during the year.  It was awarded by last year’s winner, Will Hodshon and Richard Mitchell following their record breaking, non-stop  
circumnavigation of the UK in 15 days and 4 hours, in 2019 in Nipegegi, W198 owned by the Hodshon family since new.  Will held up the  
magnificent Viking Longship trophy for all to see.  He was honoured to present it to this year’s winner.  There had been many to choose from,  
despite Covid 19. After much discussion, Will and Rich were delighted to present the trophy to Connie Foreman who, at just 11 years old, had  
written a fabulous article, East Coast Odyssey.  Will and Rich were impressed not only with her writing skills, but cruising aboard for 8 days  
demonstrating great sailing skills and seamanship knowledge with tides, wind and sleeping aboard. She showed tremendous spirit and a great 
promise for the future.  Congratulations Connie, very well deserved.   Connie immediately wished to thank her friend, Charlotte, and Brian.  She  
said she couldn’t have done it without them. 
Piers Plowman Trophy: This was awarded on behalf of last year’s winner, David Ferguson W8948, for the best cruising report; whether video,  
cruising log or article published in last years’ Wayfarer News. BM stated that the Piers Plowman trophy was originally awarded to the best cruising  
log by a co-habiting couple by Greta Plowman, in memory of her husband, Piers.   This trophy still had a great family / household feel to it, within  
the Wayfaring rally ‘family’.  BM spoke of Gerard Brown’s lovey video – which was being shown on the ‘Go Cruising’ section of our virtual dinghy  



show stand, and conveyed the whole family sailing/cruising ethos, together with their write up, Chichester to Bembridge, in last Summer’s  
Wayfarer News.  
Jonathan Ferguson had the trophy and kindly held it up for all to see.  BM was delighted to present it to Gerard Brown and his family.    Gerard was  
speechless, and said that this had been their first rally and open sea sail, having been unable to make the Brancaster weekend earlier that year. The  
rally support and organisation were superb.  They will make more videos and reports in future! 
Golden Bucket Trophy: for support services to the cruising community: originally donated, and made by Ralph Roberts himself.  BM was delighted 
to award this to Jonathan Ferguson, A2200, for his brilliant contributions to the Cruising Conference and the Wayfarer dinghy group.  Mark 
Foreman held it up for all to see. 
Racing Trophies: The Neil Rushton Trophy as explained above, was not awarded this year and would be retained by Brian McKenzie W10686 who 
won it last year, but didn’t receive it until October. 
Ian Proctor Memorial Trophy: for outstanding services to Wayfaring.   Roger Proctor, sat at his father’s desk, in front of the drawing board on 
which the Wayfarer had been designed.  He was delighted to present this trophy on behalf of his family.   RP had recently met BM, outside and 
socially distant, to receive a copy of the new Wayfarer Book, presented by BM on behalf of the UKWA.  RP reported that a blue plaque for Ian 
Proctor, was being put up along with one for Benjamin Britten and WH Auden. RP was thrilled to be here.  It was with his great pleasure that the 
award would be presented to Paul Coveney for creating the Facebook Wayfarer dinghy group; a friendly, courteous and informative group, 
extremely well run.  PC said he was delighted with how it had turned out; membership numbers had exploded and it had really come to life. It was 
amazing how quickly people responded to queries. PC was congratulated on a fantastic job.  

JM declared the meeting closed at 19:06 pm 

Signed:     Chairman  Date:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



REPORT AND NOTES TO THE ACCOUNTS 

Income 

1 Subscription income was almost identical to 2019, showing some new members offsetting the 
normal attrition. Given the circumstances, this was encouraging. 

2 Insurance commission received from Craftinsure was also very similar to last year. Again, this 
showed the benefit of on-line business, and we are delighted to be associated with them as they 
support us in many ways. 

3 We sold all 150 copies of the re-printed 5th Edition Wayfarer Book, plus 59 copies of the newly 
printed 6th Edition during the year, mainly through our shop. This generated a very useful surplus of 
£2.3k. The capital expense of the 6th Edition was £4.6k, but we still hold considerable stock, and are 
very confident that this will bring significant benefit in the future. 

4/5 Other income includes sales of buffs, pennants and other merchandise, which are becoming an 
increasing element of our activities. The associated costs are charged direct to expenses and not 
held over. 

Expenses 

6 Administration expenses are essentially similar to last year, with Secretary fees up 2.7%, and some 
savings in other expenses, partly because of timing differences. 

7 The net costs of Wayfarer News have risen 7%, reflecting a combination of differing trends, mainly 
higher postage costs, and some increase in software support to maintain the high quality.   

8  AGM/Boat Show expenses reduced as we again dovetailed into the Hartley stand at the show. We 
believe this is beneficial to both them and us. 

9 Our marketing and website costs remain low, partly timing, but are very good value,  

10 We renewed our boat stickers; we have considerable stock for some time ahead. 

11 The WIC subscription payment includes a one-off for past cumulative expenses.  

Accounts 

12 We have made a Deficit of £1,054 compared with £1,045 deficit in 2019.  

13 Combined Cash and Bank balances at end-September 2020 were £20.3k compared with £24.8k at 
end-September 2019. This reflects mainly the direct cost of the new 6th Edition Wayfarer Book, and 
is still comfortable. 

Summary 

The finances of the Association are fine, even though showing a slight deterioration. We have come 
through what might have been a very difficult situation, and I can only thank our members for continuing to 
support us. both in subscriptions and ordering our new Wayfarer Book. We are an essentially on-line 
service, and we can clearly continue to do what we do, but we hope that this can be translated into 
sustained enthusiasm for the class, and indeed for sailing by you our members.  Philip Ayton, Treasurer 
 
 
 
 



 


